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Commercial Category 1.3
90 Certified Applicators

Examples of Applicators

- Custom applicators
- Commercial horse stable operators
- Whitewashers using a pesticide mix
- Private applicators making applications (for other than trade of goods/services) for more than 3 different agricultural producers or to more than 500 acres in a calendar year
- Veterinarians and veterinary technicians
  - Note: licensed veterinarians and board-certified veterinary technicians are exempt from pesticide certification requirements as long as the application is made in the course of veterinary treatment.

Examples of Applications

- Agricultural animals (including horses and animals grown for meat, dairy, eggs, and/or fiber/feathers)
- Confinement areas (includes barn sprays)
- Manure treatments
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Glossary

Visit the PAT website to find out how to register to obtain a training manual.  
http://ipcm.wisc.edu/pat
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